
Calibr8 script for trade shows, tastings etc..

What is this?
Calibr8 is a powder drink mix you put in water & drink daily, It is 
not like anything else you will find, it is not a protein drink or 
vitamins or green drink or juicing. This is millions of time more 
powerful. It works with your own body's genes, your cells, your 
DNA. Switches on your genes, the body’s own wisdom to promote 
optimal function helping the cell remove toxic waste which lies as 
a foundation for inflammation and other destructive activity. We all 
know how that can impact on different parts of our body, right?

Would you like to taste it? 
[Pause…] Calibr8 taste great like fruit punch; it’s all vegan, non 
GMO, gluten free, organic, and nothing artificial.

[While they are trying the product you can continue… let them ask 
questions!]

We are all about kids; we have a kid’s formula that kids love. We 
can’t stand seeing kids sick and being put on meds daily for ADD, 
ADHD, Autism, Asthma, diabetes etc.

This product is changing lives the testimonials are incredible!



How does it work?
Great question, it is based on a science called Nutrigenomics that 
is (Nutrition that talks to your genes).

The ingredients work synergistically together to switch on your 
Genes; most people do not realize your body makes the most 
powerful antioxidants millions of times more powerful than 
anything you can get from the diet. But if your genes are not 
producing them like they should then that is when aging, 
sickness, inflammation, disease starts setting in. So this product 
Switches back on the genes and gets them producing the Primary 
antioxidants again so the body can start healing itself. The body is 
a miracle if it is working properly! It will get you back to optimum 
health! Help counter the affect of inflammation within your body at 
the source, not putting a band aid on the problem but getting to 
the source.

How long does it take to see a difference?
Everyone is different, some people feel an effect the first time 
they drink it, more mental clarity, a pick me up or fresher feeling. 
But it is not an energy drink but if your body starts to get rid of 
toxins and inflammation it will start to feel better and naturally will 
have more energy!

Some people get better sleep, many notice a feeling of calmness 
(no more Stress) no more joint pain, lower blood pressure better 
Bowel movement etc.… the testimonials are wonderful so 
everyone will notice things at different times and the longer you 
are on it the more the body repairs itself! Love hearing Kids 
asking their parents for the product. Kids speak the truth and 
intuitively know they are feeling better and feel a difference!

Is it patented?
It has patented key ingredients that have 1,000 of studies on 



healing disease and white papers. We have many Dr’s; 
Naturopaths recommending the products to all their clients 
because it is so potent loaded with incredible ingredients and 
science. The ingredients are bioavailable for instance you cannot 
find a broccoli sprout powder in Whole foods, Sprouts etc. like the 
one in Calibr8 ours is wrapped in an enzyme that is key to 
switching on the genes.

What is used as a Sweetener?
Stevia and Agave extract, so it does not affect the Glycemic level,
Product actually helps blood sugar levels, the source of Diabetes 
is Inflammation so once again get the body’s genes working to get 
rid of Inflammation!

How much do I take?
One scoop a day it is very concentrated. First thing in morning is 
best, once it is activated in water drink within Half hour to hour. 
Individuals that are ill can drink two to three scoops a day for the 
first couple weeks to really get the genes switched on and 
jumpstart the body, then can back off to one scoop a day.

How much is it?
It is $99.00 retail for the adult and it last a month but we have a 
preferred Customer account where you can get it for $79.00 you 
will be set up on home delivery but you can start it stop it change 
it, delete it anytime.
The kids is $49.00 !

What is the difference between Kids and Adult?
The kids has a few different ingredients added to it some 
secondary antioxidants spinach, chlorella, more probiotics 
because we see kids are not getting the proper nutrition these 
days. Kids do not needs as high a dose as the key ingredients so 
we could offer a great price so all kids can be on the product!



We have a special if you purchase today we can give you a gift 
card for $50.00 off your first bag of adult or $30.00 of the Kids!

 


